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QUESTION 1 
You export a Microsoft Excel workbook from Dynamics 365. The workbook contains 10,000 rows 
of data. You email the workbook and a description of the data to another user. 
 
The user reports that they can only see 500 rows of data. 
 
You need to determine why the user cannot view all the data. 
 
Why is the user unable view all available data? 
 

A. You exported a static worksheet. The user does not have the appropriate security role in 
Dynamics 365 to see all records. 

B. You exported a PivotTable worksheet. The user does not have the appropriate security role in 
Dynamics 365 to see all records. 

C. You created a chart in Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement and exported the chart. 

D. You ran a report in Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement and then saved the report as an Excel 
file. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service system administrator. You create a parent entity 
and a child entity. The parent entity has a 1:N relationship with the child entity. 
 
You need to ensure that when the owner changes on the parent record that all child records are 
assigned to the new owner. 
 
You need to configure the relationship behavior type. 
 
What should you use? 
 

A. Parental 

B. Restrict 

C. Referential 

D. Referential, Restrict Delete 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/customize/create-and-edit-
1n-relationships#relationship-behavior 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each 
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some 
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a 
correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, 
these questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service system administrator. You use the Data 
Performance tool. There are 14 items in the All Data Performance Logs view. Some log items 
detail positive operational impact percentages while others detail negative operational 
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percentages. 
 
Users report that the system is less responsive than in the past. 
 
You need to improve system performance. 
 
Solution: Select optimize for log items that have optimizations available and that have a positive 
operational impact percentage. 
 
Does the solution meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each 
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some 
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a 
correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, 
these questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service system administrator. You use the Data 
Performance tool. There are 14 items in the All Data Performance Logs view. Some log items 
detail positive operational impact percentages while others detail negative operational 
percentages. 
Users report that the system is less responsive than in the past. 
 
You need to improve system performance. 
 
Solution: Select optimize for log items to remove Microsoft SQL Server indexes which may not be 
used and that slow performance. 
 
Does the solution meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each 
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some 
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a 
correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, 
these questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service system administrator. You use the Data 
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Performance tool. There are 14 items in the All Data Performance Logs view. Some log items 
detail positive operational impact percentages while others detail negative operational 
percentages. 
 
Users report that the system is less responsive than in the past. 
 
You need to improve system performance. 
 
Solution: Select optimize for log items that have optimizations available and an operational impact 
of zero percent. 
 
Does the solution meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service developer. You create a custom entity and add 
custom fields to the case entity. 
 
You must create a solution to include only the custom entity and case entity changes. The 
solution must allow import and export without errors. 
 
You need to create the solution. 
 
Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. Add an existing unused entity to the solution. Rename the entity to the custom entity. Add fields 
needed for the case entity. 

B. Create a case entity in the new solution and add the custom fields to the new case entity. 

C. Create the custom entity and custom fields in the case entity within the default solution. 

D. Create the custom entity in the new solution and add the appropriate fields, forms, and views. 

E. Create a new solution and add the entity named Case to the solution. Add the custom fields to the 
case entity. 

 
Answer: DE 
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